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Caveolin-1 Expression Is Critical for Vascular Endothelial
Growth Factor–Induced Ischemic Hindlimb Collateralization

and Nitric Oxide–Mediated Angiogenesis
Pierre Sonveaux,* Philippe Martinive,* Julie DeWever, Zuzana Batova, Géraldine Daneau,

Michel Pelat, Philippe Ghisdal, Vincent Grégoire, Chantal Dessy, Jean-Luc Balligand, Olivier Feron

Abstract—Nitric oxide (NO) is a powerful angiogenic mediator acting downstream of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF). Both the endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) and the VEGFR-2 receptor colocalize in caveolae. Because the
structural protein of these signaling platforms, caveolin, also represses eNOS activity, changes in its abundance are
likely to influence the angiogenic process in various ways. In this study, we used mice deficient for the caveolin-1 gene
(Cav�/�) to examine the impact of caveolae suppression in a model of adaptive angiogenesis obtained after femoral
artery resection. Evaluation of the ischemic tissue perfusion and histochemical analyses revealed that contrary to Cav�/�

mice, Cav�/� mice failed to recover a functional vasculature and actually lost part of the ligated limbs, thereby
recapitulating the effects of the NOS inhibitor L-NAME administered to operated Cav�/� mice. We also isolated
endothelial cells (ECs) from Cav�/� aorta and showed that on VEGF stimulation, NO production and endothelial tube
formation were dramatically abrogated when compared with Cav�/� ECs. The Ser1177 eNOS phosphorylation and
Thr495 dephosphorylation but also the ERK phosphorylation were similarly altered in VEGF-treated Cav�/� ECs.
Interestingly, caveolin transfection in Cav�/� ECs redirected the VEGFR-2 in caveolar membranes and restored the
VEGF-induced ERK and eNOS activation. However, when high levels of recombinant caveolin were reached, VEGF
exposure failed to activate ERK and eNOS. These results emphasize the critical role of caveolae in ensuring the coupling
between VEGFR-2 stimulation and downstream mediators of angiogenesis. This study also provides new insights to
understand the paradoxical roles of caveolin (eg, repressing basal enzyme activity but facilitating activation on agonist
stimulation) in cardiovascular pathophysiology. (Circ Res. 2004;95:154-161.)
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Caveolae are 50- to 100-nm cell surface invaginations
playing key roles in vesicular transport and signal

transduction.1 The structural protein of these plasmalemmal
microdomains, caveolin, acts as a scaffold for many caveolar
residents.2 The caveolin-1 isoform is particularly abundant in
endothelial cells (ECs) where it regulates various functions
including transcytosis, permeability, vascular tone, and
angiogenesis.3

Recently, Woodman et al4 documented that in a model of
tumor cell injection in caveolin-deficient mice (Cav�/�),
angiogenesis was markedly reduced in comparison with
wild-type (WT) animals. Although the same authors showed
that the reduction in vessel density could be reproduced in a
model of Matrigel plugs supplemented with bFGF,4 the
mechanisms supporting the role of caveolin in the angiogenic
response to exogenous stimuli remain poorly understood and,
based on previous publications,5–9 a matter of debate.

For instance, the well-established inhibitory interaction
between caveolin and the endothelial nitric oxide (NO)

synthase (eNOS)10,11 led us and others to examine whether
the modulation of this complex could impact on angiogenesis.
In agreement with the proangiogenic properties of NO,12,13

we have documented that synthetic peptides derived from the
caveolin scaffolding domain (CSD) could block the NO-
dependent angiogenesis in a model of ECs cultured on
Matrigel.14 Gratton and colleagues reported that the same
CSD peptides could block NO-mediated vascular permeabil-
ity5 (known as an early event in the process of angiogenesis).
We also reported that statins downregulated the expression of
caveolin in ECs and promoted NO-dependent angiogenesis in
a model of arteries cultured in Matrigel.14

In contrast, other groups reported that caveolin overexpres-
sion stimulated,6 and conversely, that caveolin downregula-
tion inhibited, tube formation.7 Whether this was NO-
dependent was, however, not discussed, and the use of
superconfluent ECs made impossible the comparison with
previous work integrating the overall proliferative-migratory-
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differentiation process. In fact, endogenous caveolin-1 ap-
peared to be downregulated during EC proliferation8 but
upregulated during their differentiation into tubular networks
in vitro.6

Part of the controversy about the pro- and antiangiogenic
effects of caveolin could also arise from the multiple, and
sometimes opposite, roles played by caveolin and caveolae.
Indeed, whereas caveolin is known to repress the catalytic
activity of various enzymes, caveolae are thought to facilitate
and amplify signaling cascades through the compartmenta-
tion of receptors with their effectors/mediators,1,2 a process
named “the caveolar paradox.”9 In this article, we used mice
genetically deficient for caveolin-1 (Cav�/�)15–17 to study the
balance between these apparently paradoxical roles of the
caveolin platform in the context of postnatal angiogenesis.
Accordingly, the role of caveolin/caveolae in the vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) signaling cascades (involv-
ing the caveolar and noncaveolar resident eNOS and ERK,
respectively) was evaluated in the mouse model of postische-
mic revascularization and in cultured ECs isolated from
Cav�/� mice and their littermate controls.

Materials and Methods
Mice and Cells
Caveolin-deficient (Cav�/�) mice15 (a gift from Drs M. Drab and
T.V. Kurzchalia, Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology
and Genetics, Dresden, Germany) and their control littermate
(Cav�/�) were generated through heterozygous matings and housed
in our local facility. Each procedure was approved by the local
authorities according to national animal care regulations. ECs were
obtained from aorta according to the primary explant procedure,
which allows to isolate limited but pure cell preparations18 (see also
the expanded Materials and Methods section provided in the online
data supplement available at http://circres.ahajournals.org). ECs
were transfected with either 1 or 5 �g caveolin-1 cDNA (per 35-mm
dish) using the Amaxa device and recommended reagents; the
transfection efficiency reached 65�7% indifferently of the amounts
of plasmids, and an irrelevant plasmid encoding �-galactosidase was
used as a control to maintain identical amounts of DNA in each
transfection.

Ischemic Hindlimb Reperfusion Assay
Anesthetized mice underwent a double femoral artery and vein 2-mm
resection under a stereoscopic microscope while innervation was
carefully preserved. In one set of experiments, we also used Cav�/�

mice receiving L-NAME (500 mg/L) in the drinking water. Blood
flow in the ligated and control opposite legs was measured (before
and up to 20 days after surgery) with a Laser Doppler perfusion
imager (LDI, Moor Instruments). Briefly, mice were anesthetized
and after local fur removal using a depilatory cream, were placed on
a heating pad (37°C) to minimize temperature variations. Leg
perfusion was evaluated on the basis of colored histogram pixels and
normalized for the leg surface analyzed.

Immunohistochemistry and Immunoblotting
CD31 antibody and FITC-labeled Lycopersicon esculentum lectin
staining were performed to label the vasculature in the ischemic leg
and immunoblotting (IB) was performed, as previously
described.14,19

NO Determination
The determination of NO level, eg, the 8- or 24-hour accumulation
of NO derivatives in the (serum-deprived) cell-bathing medium, was
performed using the Nitric Oxide Colorimetric Assay (Roche Diag-
nostics, Mannheim, Germany).

Angiogenesis Assays
To assess in vitro the angiogenic process, an assay of endothelial
network formation (eg, plating of EC on Matrigel) was used as
previously reported.14,20 EC reorganization in capillary-like struc-
tures was observed using an inverted phase contrast microscope and
the length of the endothelial network quantified by analysis of
images randomly captured by a video-camera system. Because
inevitable interlot differences in the composition of growth-factor-
deprived Matrigel (eg, in the basal proangiogenic capability of
Matrigel), the extent of the endothelial network in the different
conditions tested was always compared within a same set of
experiments and relative values were used for interassay
comparisons.

Subcellular Fractionation
Cultured ECs (three 100-mm dishes per condition) were lysed in
ice-cold TNE buffer (25 mmol/L Tris, 150 mmol/L NaCl, and
1 mmol/L EGTA) containing a cocktail of protease inhibitors
(Sigma). After 10 passages through 23G and 26G needles, post-
nuclear supernatants were obtained after centrifugation at 800g at
4°C for 10 minutes. PNS was then incubated with 1% Lubrol-X at
4°C for 30 minutes under constant agitation. The solution was
brought to 40% sucrose in TNE/Lubrol and, after homogenization,
overlaid by a two-step sucrose gradient (30% to 10% sucrose in
TNE/Lubrol). Gradients were centrifuged at 38 000 rpm for 16 to 18
hours in a SW41 rotor (Beckman Instruments Inc) at 4°C. Eight
fractions (1.5 mL) plus the pellet (resuspended in 1.5 mL TNE/
Lubrol) were harvested from the top. In several experiments,
fractions 1 to 4 and 6 to 9 were pooled and named low-density (LD)
and high-density (HD) membranes, respectively.

Statistical Analyses
Data are normalized to control condition and are presented for
convenience as mean�SE. Statistical analyses were made using
Student t test or 2-way ANOVA where appropriate.

Results
NO-Mediated Ischemic Hindlimb Reperfusion Is
Defective in Cav�/� Mice
To address the role of caveolin in postnatal angiogenesis, we
used the well-established mouse model of femoral artery/vein
ligation known to induce VEGF-dependent collateral vessel
development.21,22 Figure 1A shows that after resection, a net
drop in blood flow was observed in the ligated hindlimb. In
wild-type Cav�/� mice, the difference in perfusion between
the right and left hindlimbs (eg, ligated versus non-ligated,
respectively) progressively decreased to be insignificant after
8 days. By contrast, in Cav�/� mice, the ligated hindlimb
remained underperfused and would not recover (see Figure
1B). In fact, at day 21, more than 70% of the Cav�/� mice lost
their whole leg, whereas all the Cav�/� mice completely
recovered the use of their leg (see also online Figure 1,
available in the online data supplement). To validate the
critical role of NO (identified as a critical mediator of VEGF
in this model),22 we also treated Cav�/� mice with the NOS
inhibitor L-NAME after resection. As shown in Figure 1,
L-NAME administration prevented the limb reperfusion.
However, the NOS inhibition exerted less profound deleteri-
ous effects than the caveolin-1 deficiency: half of L-NAME–
treated mice lost toes (versus 100% of the Cav�/� mice) and
only 15% lost their whole leg (see also online Figure 1).

The defect in collateralization in Cav�/� mice, suggested by
the early-stage underperfusion and confirmed by the later loss
of limb integrity, was further validated by histochemical
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Figure 1. Caveolin-1 deficiency leads to
a defect in NO-dependent ischemic
hindlimb collateralization. Blood flow in
posterior hindlimbs of Cav�/� and Cav�/�

mice was monitored and quantitated by
Laser-Doppler imaging before and after
unilateral femoral artery ligation. Cav�/�

mice receiving L-NAME (500 mg/L in the
drinking water) were also included in this
protocol. A, Shown are typical Laser-
Doppler images at several time points;
note the atrophy of the ligated hindlimb
(on the right) in Cav�/� and L-NAME–
treated Cav�/� mice. B, Shown is the
quantification of the limb perfusions
(mean�SE) in control (closed symbols)
and operated legs (open symbols). Sta-
tistical analyses (ANOVA and t test) indi-
cate that perfusion values in Cav�/� sig-
nificantly increased with time to reach
the level in the control leg whereas in
Cav�/� mice and L-NAME–treated WT
mice, the reduced perfusion in the oper-
ated leg is not corrected with time; n�6
to 10). C, Representative pictures of
CD31 immunostaining at the ligature
level (top) and FITC-lectin staining of
capillaries in the upstream skeletal mus-
cle (bottom) of the operated leg at day 7;
note the large necrosis area in Cav�/�

mice and the presence of small and
larger neovessels around the Cav�/�

mouse ligature (top). D, Bar graph repre-
sents the lectin-stained capillary density
determined in operated Cav�/�, Cav�/�,
and Cav�/� animals; data represent the
mean (�SE) of 5 sections from 3 animals
(*P�0.05; **P�0.01 vs Cav�/� mice).
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characterizations. Figure 1C (top) shows that Cav�/� mice
developed necrosis around the ligature whereas a strong
CD31 immunostaining of large and smaller vessels was
observed in Cav�/� mice. We also used FITC-labeled lectin
(Figure 1C, bottom) and nonleaky FITC-dextran (see online
Figure 2) to document the lack of functional microvasculature
in Cav�/� mice. Quantification of lectin-staining revealed that
the capillary density was 7-fold lower in Cav�/� mice than in
Cav�/� mice (Figure 1D); of note, Cav�/� mice showed an
intermediary phenotype with 3-fold less capillaries than
Cav�/� mice (Figure 1D).

ECs Derived From Cav�/� Mice Reveal a Defect in
VEGF-Induced NO-Mediated Angiogenesis
To evaluate the nature of the alterations in the angiogenic
pathway in caveolin-deficient mice, we isolated ECs from
Cav�/� and Cav�/� aorta rings (see online Figure 3) and
compared their ability to form networks when seeded on
growth factor-reduced Matrigel (Figure 2A). Figure 2B
shows that in basal conditions, the extent of EC reorganiza-
tion was not significantly different between Cav�/� ECs and
Cav�/� ECs. When these experiments were repeated in the
presence of VEGF (25 ng/mL), the extent of EC reorganiza-
tion was dramatically higher in Cav�/�ECs than in Cav�/�

ECs (P�0.01, n�4) (Figure 2B, solid bars) and most of the
proangiogenic effects observed appeared to be NO-dependent
as revealed by the use of the NOS inhibitor L-NAME (Figure
2B, open bars).

The defect in the VEGF/eNOS coupling in Cav�/� mice
was confirmed by directly measuring the amounts of NOx
(NO2

��NO3
�), which accumulated after 8 hours in the

medium bathing ECs. As shown in Figure 2C, the VEGF-
induced production of NOx in Cav�/� ECs amounted to less
than 20% of the levels in wild-type (WT) ECs (P�0.01,
n�6). By contrast, the calcium ionophore A23187 did not
reveal differences in NOx production, confirming previous
data documenting that the overwhelming increase in intracel-
lular Ca2� observed on A23187 stimulation was sufficient to
allow Ca2�-bound calmodulin to competitively displace
caveolin (even overexpressed) from eNOS binding.11,19 Of
note, the basal eNOS activity was slightly higher in Cav�/�

ECs than in WT ECs; this difference reached statistical
significance (P�0.05, n�4) when measuring the 24-hour
accumulation of NOx content in the medium (not shown).

We also tested whether the eNOS phosphorylation status,
which is known to be regulated by VEGF,19 was modified in
Cav�/� ECs. Figure 2D reveals a dramatically different
pattern of phosphorylation. Indeed, whereas VEGF induced
the phosphorylation of eNOS on the serine 1177 in WT ECs
(�420%, P�0.01, n�4), this phosphorylation was undetect-
able in VEGF-treated Cav�/� ECs. In addition, VEGF expo-
sure led to the dephosphorylation of eNOS on the threonine
495 in WT ECs (�82%, P�0.01, n�4) but not in Cav�/� ECs
(P�0.1, n�4).

Lack of Caveolin Alters the VEGFR-2 Receptor
Compartmentation and the VEGF/ERK
Signaling Pathway
Because our findings suggested an alteration in the VEGF
coupling to eNOS activation, we also examined the impact of

Figure 2. ECs derived from Cav�/� mouse reveal a defect in angio-
genesis and VEGF-induced eNOS activation. A, Representative pic-
tures of the neoformed network of Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs cultured
on Matrigel in basal conditions or on 8-hour exposure to VEGF (25
ng/mL). B, Bar graph represents the relative extents of the EC reorga-
nization in the absence (black bars) or in the presence (open bars) of
L-NAME (**P�0.01, n�4). The 100% value was set up as the Cav�/�

EC network extent determined in basal conditions. C, Bar graph rep-
resents the L-NAME–sensitive NOx production (for 8 hours) by Cav�/�

and Cav�/� ECs in unstimulated conditions and on exposure to
0.5 �mol/L A23187 or 25 ng/mL VEGF (**P�0.01, n�6); these treat-
ments were not associated with changes in cell numbers or eNOS
abundance. Of note, a residual L-NAME–insensitive NOx accumulation
was observed for each condition. D, Shown are representative immu-
noblotting experiments with eNOS and the indicated anti–phospho-
eNOS antibodies. Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs were treated or not with 25
ng/mL VEGF for 15 minutes before lysis. Quantitative data from 4 dif-
ferent experiments are presented in the Results section.
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the caveolin deficiency on the subcellular location of the
VEGF receptor Flk-1 (VEGFR-2). We used a caveolae
isolation method based on Lubrol extraction and sucrose
gradient fractionation. Figure 3A shows a representative
caveolin immunoblot of the different fractions obtained from
WT EC lysates. Although the amounts of total proteins
recovered in low-density (LD) fractions (1 to 4) amounted to
2% to 4%, we consistently found 30% to 40% of caveolin
signal in those fractions, representing a 10- to 20-fold
enrichment [versus the high-density (HD) fractions (6 to 9)].
Using this method, we looked at the subcellular distribution
of eNOS and VEGFR-2 in Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs. As
depicted in Figure 3B, both VEGFR-2 and eNOS could be
found in LD fractions of Cav�/� ECs, whereas in ECs isolated
from Cav�/�, both proteins were exclusively found in HD
fractions. It should be emphasized that although same vol-
umes of collected fractions were loaded on the gel, the
amounts of proteins present in the LD fractions (1 to 4) only
amounted to �3% of the proteins in the HD fractions (6 to 9).
Therefore, the �15% of total eNOS or VEGFR-2 signals in
the LD lanes (1 to 4) correspond in fact to a �5-fold
(absolute) enrichment of these proteins in the caveolar mem-
branes (see Figure 3 legend).

To further identify the level of the alteration in the VEGF
coupling cascade, we also examined the ability of VEGF to
stimulate the phosphorylation of the noncaveolar protein
ERK in both Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs. Figure 4A shows that
lack of caveolin prevented the time-dependent VEGF-
induced phosphorylation of ERK. Also, in the Cav�/� ECs, an
increase in the VEGF doses only led to a weak increase in
phosphorylated ERK whereas a dose-dependent increase in
ERK phosphorylation was observed in VEGF-treated Cav�/�

ECs (Figure 4B). Of note, the status of eNOS phosphoryla-
tion in Cav�/� ECs (as reported in Figure 2D) was not altered

either by increasing the VEGF dose nor the time of exposure
(not shown).

Caveolin Titration of the VEGFR-2 Coupling to
Both eNOS and ERK
We then verified whether caveolin transfection could restore
both the VEGF/ERK and VEGF/eNOS couplings in Cav�/�

ECs. Figure 5A (top) shows that the transfection of Cav�/�

ECs with low amounts of caveolin-coding plasmids led to a
partial recovery of the phosphorylation of ERK by VEGF.
However, at higher levels of recombinant caveolin (obtained
by using 5-fold more caveolin plasmids), VEGF stimulation
failed to induce the phosphorylation of ERK. A similar
pattern was found for the activating eNOS phosphorylation
on the serine 1177: low levels of recombinant caveolin
restored the VEGF-induced Ser1177 phosphorylation,
whereas higher caveolin amounts blocked this process (Fig-
ure 5A, middle lanes). Of note, even in basal condition, the
low serum concentration (present in the medium after trans-
fection) was probably already sufficient to induce Ser1177
phosphorylation. Interestingly, we also found that on VEGF
stimulation, eNOS was dephosphorylated on the threonine
495 when low levels of caveolin were present but not when
caveolin was absent or in the presence of higher levels of the
recombinant protein (Figure 5A, middle lanes). The determi-
nation of the NOx production in transfected Cav�/� ECs also
led to the identification of a bell-shaped pattern of NO
production reflecting the stimulatory and inhibitory roles of
low and high levels of recombinant caveolin, respectively, on
eNOS activation by VEGF (Figure 5B, left). Figure 5B also
shows that caveolin dose-dependently decreased eNOS basal
activity, and that receptor-independent activation of eNOS by
the calcium ionophore A23187 did not vary with the abun-
dance of recombinant caveolin. We also found that VEGF-
induced NO production in Cav�/� ECs transfected with low
levels of caveolin and wild-type mouse Cav�/� ECs were in

Figure 4. Caveolin-1 deficiency alters the VEGF-induced ERK
activation in ECs. Isolated Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs were treated
with VEGF for increasing periods of time (A) and at increasing
doses (B). Shown are representative immunoblotting experi-
ments with phospho-ERK and ERK antibodies from Cav�/� and
Cav�/� ECs. This experiment was repeated 3 times with similar
results.

Figure 3. Caveolin-1 deficiency alters the subcellular distribution
of both eNOS and VEGFR-2 in ECs. Isolated Cav�/� and Cav �/�

ECs were cultured to confluence before lysis. Subcellular frac-
tionation was then performed on sucrose gradient and the dif-
ferent fractions were loaded onto acrylamide gels. Shown are
representative immunoblotting experiments with caveolin anti-
bodies from Cav�/� ECs (A) and with VEGFR-2 and eNOS anti-
bodies (B) from both Cav�/� and Cav�/� ECs. Densitometric
analyses from 4 different experiments revealed 5.7- and 4.6-fold
enrichment, respectively, in LD vs HD fractions.
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the same range (compare left and right panels in Figure 5B).
Interestingly also, the presence of a single allele of caveolin
(Cav�/�) was insufficient to restore normal eNOS activation
(Figure 5B, right), thereby further confirming the critical role
of caveolin in titrating VEGF-induced angiogenesis.

Of note, we verified by using GFP-encoding plasmid that
the efficiency of the transfection (65�7%) was identical
whatever the amounts of plasmids used in the electroporation.
Importantly, this indicated that in our knock-in experiments,
the amounts of recombinant caveolin detected by immuno-
blotting (Figure 5A, last lane) represented the relative
amounts of caveolin expressed in two-thirds of the EC
monolayers. In both conditions (eg, low and high amounts of
transfected plasmids), the expression of both the VEGFR-2
receptor and eNOS was recovered in LD fractions to the same
extents (see Figure 5C). Also, as previously observed in
Cav�/� ECs (not shown), caveolin transfection of Cav�/� ECs
did not lead to ERK targeting in LD membranes, confirming
the absence of caveolar compartmentation of the kinase with
the VEGFR-2 in basal conditions.

Discussion
Caveolin is a well-established endogenous inhibitory protein
modulating the activity of various enzymes through direct
interactions.2 In most cases, a dynamic equilibrium respond-
ing to the mass action law was documented to regulate the
interactions of caveolin with its multiple partners.2 Accord-
ingly, increase in the abundance of caveolin leads to a
decrease in basal activity of eNOS23 and ERK.24 In the
present study, we showed that on agonist stimulation, this
inhibitory role of caveolin is confounded by its role as a
structural protein for the constitution of caveolae. Indeed, we
found that in a model of VEGF/NO-mediated angiogene-
sis,21,22,25 the lack of caveolin, instead of boosting the process
because of the brake removal, led to a dramatic defect in
postischemic neovessel formation.

That the defects in eNOS activation on VEGF stimulation
were involved in the inability of Cav�/� mice to stimulate
angiogenesis was further validated by using ECs isolated
from these mice, eg, (1) the ability of Cav�/� ECs to form
tubes on Matrigel on VEGF stimulation was dramatically
repressed when compared with Cav�/� ECs; in the latter cells,
the NOS inhibitor L-NAME prevented the VEGF-induced
endothelial networking; (2) the VEGF-induced NO produc-
tion was dramatically inhibited in Cav�/� ECs, whereas the
unspecific eNOS stimulation by the calcium ionophore led to
similar amounts of NO release; and (3) the VEGF-induced
phosphorylation of eNOS on Ser1177 and dephosphorylation
on Thr495, both considered as hallmarks of eNOS activation,
were abrogated in Cav�/� ECs but not in Cav�/� ECs.

Whether this defect in the VEGF/NO-mediated angiogenic
pathway accounts for the previously reported reduction in
vessel density in tumor-bearing Cav�/� mice4 requires further
studies. However, the observation by the same authors that
neovessel infiltration in bFGF-supplemented Matrigel was
also altered in Cav�/� mice4 suggests that caveolin may
impact on various angiogenic signaling molecules.

In the present study, because the alterations in limb
perfusion and recovery appeared even worse in Cav�/� mouse
than in L-NAME–treated Cav�/�, we also examined whether
the VEGF binding to its receptor VEGFR-2 (eg, the receptor
mediating most of the VEGF-induced angiogenic effects) was
somehow altered. Induction of VEGF, as authenticated by a
4-fold increase in serum 48 hours after ligature (not shown),

Figure 5. Caveolin knock-in experiments unravel the double role
of caveolin: repressing basal activity and promoting activation. Iso-
lated Cav�/� ECs were transfected with low (1 �g) or high (5 �g)
amounts of caveolin plasmid; sham-transfected ECs were used as
controls. A, Immunoblotting was performed to evaluate the phos-
phorylation status of ERK and eNOS (both on Ser1177 and Thr495)
in transfected Cav�/� ECs in basal conditions or on VEGF expo-
sure (50 ng/mL, 15 minutes). Abundance of ERK and eNOS as well
as the level of recombinant caveolin expression were also evalu-
ated. B, Bar graph (left) compares the amounts of NOx accumu-
lated for 8 hours in the medium bathing Cav�/� ECs transfected
with 0, 1, or 5 �g caveolin plasmid in basal conditions or on VEGF
or A23187 exposure (*P�0.05, **P�0.01 vs no caveolin plasmid in
the corresponding condition, n�3). For comparison, the VEGF-
induced production of NOx (for the same period of time) in the
extracellular medium of Cav�/�, Cav�/�, and Cav�/� ECs is also
presented in a bar graph (right) (*P�0.05, **P�0.01 vs Cav�/� con-
dition, n�3). C, Subcellular fractionation on sucrose gradient was
also performed to evaluate the effect of caveolin reexpression on
the distribution of the VEGFR-2 receptor and eNOS between the
low-density (LD) and high-density (HD) fractions. These experi-
ments were repeated 3 times with similar results.
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was similar in Cav�/� mice (versus Cav�/� mice). By contrast,
we found that although the absolute amounts of VEGFR-2
were not altered, a significant amount of this receptor
normally located in low-density caveolin-enriched mem-
branes was recovered in high-density membranes in Cav�/�

ECs. Altogether, these findings confirmed the existence of a
specific signaling platform optimizing the VEGFR-2 cou-
pling to eNOS in wild-type cells. The absence of compart-
mentation of VEGFR-2 and eNOS in Cav�/� ECs is therefore
likely to account for the defect in angiogenesis. Still, to
dissociate the effects due to eNOS mislocalization from those
attributable to VEGFR-2 uncoupling (because of the receptor
mislocalization per se), we examined whether ERK, another
downstream mediator of VEGF action (but not located in
caveolae) was also altered.

Accordingly, we showed that Cav�/� EC exposure to
VEGF rapidly led to ERK phosphorylation but that such
phosphorylation was completely abrogated in Cav�/� ECs.
Interestingly, the expression of low levels of recombinant
caveolin-1 in Cav�/� ECs restored both the VEGFR-2 expres-
sion in low-density caveolin-enriched membranes and the
ERK phosphorylation. However, when higher levels of
caveolin were expressed, the restoration of VEGF-induced
ERK phosphorylation was lost. This mode of regulation was
extended to the VEGF/NO signaling pathway because we
could similarly restore VEGF-induced changes in the eNOS
phosphorylation status as well as NO production by reex-
pressing caveolin in Cav�/� ECs. Again, this was restricted to
low amounts of caveolin because high expression levels of
recombinant caveolin led to a tonic inhibition of the VEGF-
stimulated eNOS activation. Interestingly, these data are in
good agreement with the observed reduced angiogenic re-
sponse to VEGF in transgenic mice overexpressing
caveolin-1 in the endothelium.26

Beyond the biochemical demonstration of the exquisite
modulation of both eNOS and ERK activity by caveolin,
these data emphasize the complexity of the regulation of the
multiple pathways supported by these proteins in ECs.
Although ECs completely deprived of caveolae is an extreme
condition very unlikely to be reached in any cardiovascular
diseases, the 50% reduction in caveolin abundance in Cav�/�

animals and the associated functional alterations (see Figures
1D and 5B) make our findings particularly relevant in the
context of previous studies. Indeed, important changes in the
absolute or subcellular expression levels of caveolin-1 and -3
have been reported in hypertension,27,28 hypercholesterol-
emia,23,29–32 and cardiomyopathies.33–38 In several of these
studies, a decrease in caveolin abundance27,33 (or its translo-
cation from caveolae)30,35 was documented in situations of
endothelial/cardiac dysfunction mostly attributable to a de-
crease in NO bioavailability. In others, the upregulation of
caveolin34,35 (or its translocation to caveolae)38 was associ-
ated with beneficial compensatory/remodelling mechanisms
likely to be due to an increase in NO production. In both
situations, the “inhibitory” hypothesis (eg, inhibition propor-
tional to caveolin levels) does not fit with the observed
modulation of eNOS activation. Instead, the “compartmen-
talizing” effect of caveolin may account for the direct
relationship between caveolin abundance and NO production,

eg, receptor/effector coupling is either prevented or promoted
when/where caveolin is downregulated or upregulated, re-
spectively. This latter hypothesis is further supported by the
presence in caveolae of receptors known to mediate NO
signaling including tyrosine kinase receptors like VEGFR-239

but also the G protein–coupled receptors.2

In conclusion, although our biochemical dissection of the
VEGF-dependent signaling pathway derived mostly from
primary cultures of aortic ECs (which do not exactly reflect
the phenotype of the EC involved in the revascularization
process of the ligatured limb), this study provides some new
clues to understand the physiopathology associated to
changes in caveolin abundance and/or subcellular location in
ECs and myocytes. Importantly, the use of mice deficient in
the caveolin-1 gene allowed us to give credential to the
concept identified as the “caveolar paradox”9 (ie, caveolin
can both block enzyme activity in basal condition and
promote its stimulation on agonist stimulation). Obviously,
important questions remain open, such as, what are the
relative contributions of eNOS, ERK, and probably other
enzymes (the activity of which being dependent on caveolin
abundance) in in vivo angiogenesis. Also, why such signaling
disturbances, including those regulated by VEGF, are not
lethal. Whether the noncaveolar proportion of VEGFR-2 is
involved in the regulation of other vital signaling pathways
(including embryonic angiogenesis) needs certainly to be
examined in the future. Still, our findings teach us that in the
context of postnatal angiogenesis and cardiovascular dis-
eases, the compartmentation paradigm should be integrated to
optimize the action of drugs aiming to modulate caveolin-
driven processes including collateralization, cardiac contrac-
tility, and vessel permeability and relaxation.
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Materials and Methods. 

Endothelial cell isolation.  Endothelial cells (EC) were obtained from aorta according to 

the primary explant procedure which allows to isolate limited but pure cell preparations. 

Briefly, excised aorta were freed of the surrounding connective tissue under a 

stereomicroscope and cross-sectioned to obtain 1-mm rings. The explants were rinsed and 

placed on gelatin-coated surfaces for 60 hours in EGM medium (Clonetics) to generate 

endothelial outgrowths within the area delimited by the ring. When removing the explant, 

fibroblast contamination was prevented by scrapping the few cells adhering outside the 

ring. From the trypsinization of cells outgrown from ~15 rings isolated from one single 

aorta, we obtained enough cells to cover (after additional 72-96 hours) the surface of a 

well from a 12-well dish (eg, 4 cm2). These passage-1 cells were then subcultured twice 

at 1:4 split ratio and led to the collection of a cell monolayer covering 90% of a 100-mm 

plate at passage 3. Confluent EC monolayers exhibited the typical cobblestone pattern 

and positive staining for von Willebrand factor and uptake of Di-I-Ac-LDL (fluorescence 

microscopy).  

Immunohistochemistry and vasculature staining. Tissue samples (collected at the 

level of the original ligature) were cryosliced and probed with a rat monoclonal antibody 

against CD31 (Pharmingen). Endogenous peroxidase was inhibited by 0.3% H2O2 in PBS 

and Envision system (Dako) was used for revelation. Sections were finally counterstained 

with Mayer’s hematoxylin. In some experiments, mice were injected through the tail vein 

with FITC-labeled Lycopersicon esculentum lectin (Vector Laboratories) in order to label 

the functional vasculature in the skeletal muscle above the ligature. Two minutes later, 

after sternotomy, a direct intraventricular bolus of fixative (1% paraformaldehyde in 
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PBS) was injected with a 22-G catheter. Alternatively, mice were injected FITC-

conjugated dextran (MW = 500; Sigma). In all cases, cryoslices of collected tissues were 

examined with a Zeiss Axioskop microscope equipped for fluorescence. 

Immunoblotting. Immunoblotting (IB) was carried out with antibodies directed against 

eNOS, ERK-1, caveolin-1 (Beckton Dickinson) and VEGFR-2 (Santa Cruz), and with 

phospho-specific antibodies against phospho-Ser1177 eNOS, phospho-Thr495 eNOS and 

phospho-Thr202/Tyr204 ERK-1/2 (NEB Cell Signaling Technologies and Upstate). 
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Online Supplement Figures.  

Online Supplement Figure 1. Representative pictures of the anatomical damages in  

Cav-/- mice and L-NAME-treated Cav+/+ mice at day 20 post-operation. Note the more 

dramatic lesions in the former (leg atrophy) than in the latter (loss of toes) as well as the 

absence of limb atrophy in control Cav+/+ mice. 

Online Supplement Figure 2.  Typical labeling by FITC-dextran of the functional 

microvasculature of the operated leg at day 7; note the complete absence of specific 

signals in Cav-/- mice.  

Online Supplement Figure 3. Photomicrograph of endothelial cells cultured from Cav-/- 

mouse rat aorta ring. 
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Online Supplement Figure 1.
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Online Supplement Figure 2.
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